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A. Martine
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ask again tomorrow, america
i’d marry myself before i married you,
& that’s a cold-sober claim considering
i wouldn’t touch myself with a hundred
foot pole. i don’t know what you are
hoping to catch, & friend, i like
your ardor, but. pump those brakes. don’t
ogle promises you don’t intend to score.
oh, no mistake about it: i double take-d at
your dedication, kept admirable time
with the complex rhythm in your salesman
pitch, made all side-eyes at the way
your brass-tacks, razzle-dazzle, sunshineopal mind works. but also: i noticed
while you were cantillating down at me, how
perfect, how like embroidered clouds your
teeth were, & your skin too, cream-blond,
& lacteous. it might not have been fair,
might not have even been on point,
but i called it right away. this one spends
too much time on himself, plausibly
not enough on others, & i need less of
that in my life. pardieu, pardieu, i’ve seen
too much. you say you want what you can’t have
as if you don’t pluck everything your flying
eyes alight upon. my people’s lineage is
the proof. if you, the greenhorn, then i,
preceptor, trying to impart what dramatic
irony feels like when lands the punchline
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Otherwoman
I’ve become familiar
with the tip of my shoes of late.
You look people in the eye,
you get what you must be asking for
In the form of:
blink-and-you-miss it scorn
poker-hot man rage
finger-dented bruises
witty, smutty slur
say it nicer, that’s a good girl
I ain’t your brother
ain’t your friend
I ain’t your lover
I ain’t your friend
all the above
in miscellaneous order.
Whoever said
humanity’s arc
tilted toward kindness
was in evidence not an
Otherwoman.
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Night Work
My baby sister uses Am — here, take this in Wolof —
to say both here you go and give me that.
I become the skittish interpreter
Am! Am!
inferring each mutable context.
Rattle my insides and French tumbles in
my ear soup. Take this and give me metamorphose
Âme! Âme!
There’s divinity in her
staunchness, her curt entreaties
Soul! Soul!
There’s divine pleasure in
mastering the world through her
improvised language. She considers
the words in her plump little fist,
then flings them away like joyful noise.
A couple more years, and I could have been her mother
I thank God that I was not. How can I hear what she
does when my ears are sewn shut, blind-hem stitched,
tighter than a drum? Give and take, chasm and release,
what makes you happy makes you miserable and whatnot.
She understands the macrocosm better than I ever did.
It’s a wiggling tooth: there’s the dull ache of a root
unloosening itself with every jerk, and there’s
the joy in jerking it in the first place:
pick your pleasure.
I’d like to make up my own language,
confer twin meanings to words while I strip
that duality from my fellow human souls.
In my hands, language would serenade —
Am! Am!
like she does, and I’d make us all same
and good. A child’s wish, yes from a
world-weary, no-longer-a-child.
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And I’m lucky I am stubborn.
I have to remind myself,
everyday, that this here shared existence
thing, against all empirical proof,
it is worth it it is worth it it is worth it.
I am discovering in myself a skittish optimist.
This world, it must be good, if only because
it deserves her eyes, her sunshine gaze,
her brain tendrils enveloping it, unbowed.
Yes, dear, I hear you: soul, soul, soul.
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Hammers
I know the taste of Regret all too well.
It chases down my throat after
saccharine Anxiety
and the bowled, bold, rounded
sourness of Depression
have had their say.
You begin to believe in the truths, the truths that aren’t really truths
those false friends who sell you things you cannot afford
but which you would buy and believe nonetheless.
Those who whisper in the inky night
who sing your heart to sleep
and tell you:
that sadness is a state, not a transitory feeling
which will nail you to your cross
hour after day after year
while you wither and fill yourself
with cobwebs and failures
and the husk of broken promises.
That you are made of ‘in’s and ‘un’s:
In:
capable/nept/visible/curable
Un:
lovable/worthy/wanted.
That you deserve this, and that it could be worse.
It should be worse.
After all, you have not earned your peace
and you will sleep when
and only when you are dead
if you are so lucky.
That you may walk until you blister your soles
feel the tendrils of the hopeful wind
and you may even see the light and stretch out your hand
for it.
But you will never reach the end of this, whatever
this
is.
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A Million Little Smiles

There is an instance, in the second season of Phoebe Waller-Bridge’s
Fleabag. After their mother’s funeral, the titular character and her sister Claire greet
the guests who have come to pay their respects. In typical fashion for Fleabag, the
moment is brimming with dark humor, as nearly every person our protagonist
comes across comments on her attractiveness.
“My God, you look good!”
“Darling, you look wonderful!”
“Grief clearly agrees with you.”
The moment is brilliantly inappropriate, incisively funny — but it is also
piercing in its perceptiveness. Right away, I heard the criticism underneath the gag:
pain and beauty, those old bedmates — what a pair, am I right? I have, after all,
long been used to conversing with my neuroses; at times, that relationship has
veered dangerously close to the romantic.
And why should it not?
As a woman, my pain has forever been idealized. It has been the gauge by
which I should measure all my milestones, according to society. It has been the
inevitable appendage to all my joys, the price of all my successes. It has been
suggested as the end, the means, and the demonstration of every other
directionless want of mine.
The first time I cut myself, I wasn’t really trying.
I had been playing with knives for years, squeezing the blades in my palms
out of boredom, pricking imaginary freckles on the backs of my hands for fun,
twirling and slashing at the air like I was a character from His Dark Materials,
slicing a portal into new worlds.
But of course, nothing is accidental, and impulses don’t come out of a
vacuum. This one certainly did not. I was fourteen, I had been deeply depressed for
three years, and what had started as tentative lacerating on my forearm soon
effloresced into highly clinical self-surgery.
I would learn, by the time I was fifteen, and throughout the subsequent
years, to steady that hand, to get exactly what I wanted from the sharpness of the
given object: namely a surge of pain, chased by exquisite stillness.
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“I felt like I was dying.”
She says this with a smile, gaze lost to some intoxicating memory. I sit at
the foot of my cousin’s bed, the room soaked in pre-dawn blues and greys. Her
infant daughter struggles in my arms while I wrestle her into her onesie. A scrawny
twelve-year-old, I am barely stronger than the baby; but during my stay with my
cousin’s family, I have taken to mothering my little niece. This, because I have, of
late, become obsessed with motherhood, with the idea of creating something that is
utterly mine, that I can mold and love in ways that will distract from the juddering
weight my shoulders have become too small to uphold.
My newfound fascination for my cousin is fresh, strange, like she has evolved
into something intangible, quasi-celestial. Those crisp winter weeks, cocooned in
her warm Lyon apartment, I shadow her as she nurses, stay up as she gives the
baby milk, rise when she does, stare as she feeds and changes her; and every day,
I ask her what it was like to give birth.
“Is it worth it?”
“Does it hurt?”
“Do you feel different?”
She shoos me away, indulgently, but I persist because I have to know. All
my life I have heard of the incommunicable bliss of motherhood, twinned with the
agony of deliverance. It is supposedly unbearable, and yet the women around me
testify to the sanctity of the experience. If they are to be believed, it is noble,
covetable, even, to suffer at the altar of womanhood. Pain medication is shameful.
C-sections are cowardly. Water births, unthinkable. One must be gashed from the
inside and stitched back together in order to justify the title.
Eventually, my cousin lets me in on it. Hush-hush, that morning, after I have
crawled into her room, awoken by the sound of her crying baby.
“I felt like I was dying. Like my body had been ripped apart.”
“Would you do it again?“
“Never in a million years.”
She goes on to have two more children.
This phase of mine, years later, has been relegated to the ranks of those
childish memories, seldom disturbed. But the aura surrounding it, it hovers like
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dust. It feels like dying. Even when my longing for motherhood will have all but
dissipated: like an imprint, the notion, its aftertaste, will remain.
Elation, life, intimacy, birth: it feels like dying.
I like my scars. I should say that I don’t, that they are an unsightly reminder
of every hideousness I have been through, but that would be a lie.
The shiny scar tissue, the lines bisecting and overlapping like train tracks,
the grooves and notches on my body: I look at them and I feel, at worst, numb,
indifferent. Occasionally, a mild, strange satisfaction that comes and goes.
Yes, I did that.
Paralyzed by indecision, weighed down by listlessness, I did something. I did
that. I don’t like to show them off, these scars, but they are mine, they are here,
and so I look at them. I might as well.
The first time I rode my bike without the training wheels was also the last. I
fell once, hard. I dusted the gravel off my knees, and it mingled with the wetness of
my blood. Not for me, no.
I learned the hard lessons hard, learned the small lessons fast and easy,
though it should have been the other way around.
I am transfixed.
I watch as Celie and Nettie, having just reunited, play a clapping game. The
credits roll. The teacher turns the lights back on. People talk over the music. Class
resumes. Discussions on the power of forgiveness abound. Some dialogue about
sexism at the intersection of racism. They have all moved on. I am still watching.
I am transfixed.
Years before I read and watch The Color Purple, I have heard of it, heard of
its spellbinding portrayal of the horrors of abuse, and the power of resilience. All of
this, I experience, as the film unfolds. But I am unprepared for how powerfully its
depiction of suffering gnaws at me. Even sweaty, disheveled, forlorn, there is a
grace that radiates from Celie, from Nettie and Shug Avery and Sofia. A beauty that
I, a seemingly unsightly little black girl in a world that is indifferent to me, suddenly
feel is attainable.
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The film strikes me as the ultimate exaltation of pain; and weeks later, with it
still dancing through my thoughts, I find myself thinking that my pain, too, could be
exalted. Exalting.
I stopped cutting myself when I was seventeen. I put my razors and box
cutter aside, stashed them away with the bric-a-bracs I felt too old to still indulge
in. The martyrdom had lost its luster, apparently. In the following years, I convinced
myself that that is all it had been: an infatuation with the idea of pain, and at
present, an outgrowing of the childish impulse to hurt myself.
I had not yet recognized my self-harm as a complicated, halfway point
between — and symptom of — masochism and profound misery. An addiction, an
impulse, a stimulation, an expression of my OCD. Sometimes, all at the same time.
I should have understood, then, that putting a stop to the cutting would in no
way shift my mindset. This hold lasted three years, and in that parenthesis of time,
I graduated to bumping forcefully into things, holding my fingers over open flames,
pressing my skin onto boiling kettles until it seared, picking at my hair, biting my
nails, then biting the bleeding nail beds … but idly. Casually, always casually.
If I stripped these acts of the intensity that had fueled that other form of selfharm, then surely, they could not be considered the same.
V, a boy in my 3rd grade class has taken an interest in me. Inexplicably, I
feel, since I am shy and, with my kinky hair and dark complexion, far from the ideal
he seems to gravitate toward. At barely nine years old, V is hard, callous, and has
already taken to appraising the worth of the girls in our class, a tendency he will
surely carry through into his adulthood.
When V asks me to be his girlfriend, I shrug him off, disdainful. He stares at
me long and steady, then he stabs my hand with the short prick of his compass.
We watch blood pool on the back of my hand. I lick it, then, and he laughs, like this
entire exchange has been absolutely charming.
At recess, over the next few weeks, V violently tugs on my braids in passing.
In the bus, he sharpens pencils and sticks them into my back through the gap
between the seats. At noon, he makes crude cylinders from the aluminum foil in his
lunch box, and rakes it across the nape of my neck. I remain unfazed.
Boys will pull your hair to show you they like you.
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An idiotic lesson, but one I nonetheless incorporate, like so many other girls,
because it is a gospel adults, who should know better, have been parroting for
years.
V, he is one of many, of many.
A gym teacher’s wandering hands hold me in place, fingers digging, guiding
as I make a cartwheel. He makes eye contact as he does. I rub those bruises for a
week;
A cousin presses against me, roughly, as we play hide-and-seek in a closet.
I stay stiller than marble, my breath suspended, and wait for him to finish grinding
against me;
In the hallways, a close friend slaps me on the ass, cheered on by his new
group of smirking buddies. He avoids eye contact, strands me in my crumbling
disbelief. Not you too, you’re supposed to be one of the nice ones;
A stranger blocks me on my way home, tells me his friend wants to talk to
me in his car. Threatens to pick me up if I don’t comply. Then he laughs, like he
was just teasing me, though we both know that’s not the case;
A passing man grabs me harshly by the arm, until I swivel jerkily, until my
earphones fly out. "I said, I like your coat." He releases me and stalks away. I don’t
wear that coat again for a year;
A man old enough to be my father gouges his hand into my waist. Fogs my
glasses with his breath. I like small-breasted girls. Maybe I’ll bring you back to my
country and marry you. It is broad daylight. The sidewalks bustle with passersby.
They are one of many, of many. They blend together, these instances.
Habitual, they become.
Whereas men are taught to be strong as the calamities of life accumulate,
we are steered on a path to a different kind of learning: micro-aggressions that
prepare us for the full swing of it.
And throughout the years, underneath the murmur of weariness and outrage,
I sometimes feel a shameful flicker of vindication, of relief, even, that these things
have happened: could I even call myself a woman, claim admittance to this club if I
have never had those experiences?
Had I, at any point throughout the years, watched as Fleabag was
complimented on the attractiveness of her grief, I would surely have said: why yes,
this isn’t her first rodeo. After all, she’s had years and years to hone that feeling.
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In the end, after months of perseverance from V, I cave: sure, whatever. I’ll
be your girlfriend.
He tires of me a week later.
Cutting is mercurial, a fickle, temperamental friend.
Five years after I resume my habit, closing the parentheses on my teenaged
abstinence, I try to set the record straight. It is the only way I can reconcile with
myself, the only way I can forgive myself for the regression: because just as
abruptly as I had ceased, I’ve taken it up again.
What’ll it be, then, I tell myself, blade suspended over a stretch of skin, how
are you going to spin this one?
A punishment: years of lessons culled from knowing that my rage and
ambition and lust for life will always be penalized, in this thankless world. Cutting is
the reaping of years and years of internalized hatred, of years and years of
listening to the lies that this world would have me believe. In those moments, it
does not occur to me that things do not have to be this way.
How about: a reward. It is a reminder that I am a woman, that pain assesses
how much I can handle. It is a point of pride when I burn myself cooking. A point of
pride when I grit my teeth against relentless cramps and go on with my day. A
point of pride when glass breaks into my hands and I bleed, bright crimson, then
carry on. I am a woman, have been baptized in the waters of this knowledge all my
life.
Sometimes, the justification is profoundly simple. So what if self-harm is
considered a cry for help? Some people like pain. It makes them feel alive. It calms
them down. It steadies, it focuses. Who am I to fight this?
I zigzag in between.
It’s the one.
Now it is the other.
It’s both. Neither.
Do you know what you want? Even as you etch and slice into yourself, do
you know what you want?
Do I have to? Most of all, self-harm is an aberration. It is the sum of all the
things I still don’t understand about myself. Survivor. Fool. Over-thinker. Victim.
Bonehead. Rosy-colored cynic. Old soul. Masochist.
I cut myself to remind myself that I exist.
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I cut myself to remind myself that I can handle it.
I cut myself, rub menthol over the open skin. I rock back and listen for the
sound of bittersweetness that always follows.
It's been years. I have gently emerged from those seas, from that roiling,
violent headspace. But those waves, they buffet me, and from time to time I find
myself submerged, peeking back into the waters. Hello, old friend. On occasion, I'll
squeeze a knife a little too hard as I'm chopping vegetables. Maybe this is just
another parenthesis.
I have put this body through everything, with wildly fluctuating results.
Every now and then, someone’s eye will linger on my wrists, on my thighs,
on my shoulders, my ankles, on the parts I don’t bother to conceal. The scar
tissues, like millions of little smiles, they elicit a palpable surge of aversion and
pity. I can read it as clearly as if they were words on a page.
And yet, when I starved myself for years, when I withered and melted into a
carapace of myself, I was lauded, made to feel brave for my restraint. It followed
that I no longer saw agony as a destination, but as just a deviation on the road to
something great, however nebulous.
I received those compliments with equal parts confusion and delectation,
similarly to the impish way Fleabag glances at the audience, with each comment on
her beauty. “You look lovely, by the way,” her grieving father tells her after a
heartfelt conversation.
Yes, when I’m doubled over in pain, I surprise myself with that occasional
thought, too.
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Lunar Notes: An Interview with A. Martine

Why poetry/writing? What pulls you into the page? What poets/writers first
inspired you?
I think I'll never be able to adequately answer the first part of this question:
inexplicably, I’ve been drawn to storytelling since I could pick up a pen. I would
spend hours as a child drawing comics with elaborate (and incredibly dramatic) plot
lines, and give even the most random object a fabulous backstory. Maybe it’s that
my Senegalese/Mauritanian backgrounds are so deeply rooted in oral storytelling.
Maybe it's that writing makes me feel less alienated to my fellow human beings.
Maybe it’s that I’ve always found greater comfort in written words than in spoken
ones. All I know is that I come to the page with perpetual questions, and that it
helps make sense of everything.
I got initially sucked into writing via horror, actually. Guy de Maupassant, Charles
Baudelaire and Daphne du Maurier shattered me from a young age, along with the
gruesome fairytales and mythologies from around the world I devoured constantly.
They got me interested in human nature at its worst. As I grew older and moved
through trauma in its many forms, however, I started getting drawn to the more
confessional, intimate side of things: Apollinaire, Sylvia Plath, Arthur Rimbaud,
Toni Morrison, Lucille Clifton, Wanda Coleman, to name a few, shaped a lot of the
way I write.
What have you been working on, and what exciting things do you have planned?
In addition to my editorial work with Reckoning Press and The Nasiona, I am
juggling so many concurrent projects, I sometimes feel like an octopus! Poetrywise, I finished a collection last year, and am currently putting together a second
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one. I am finishing songs for a first album, which I’ll hopefully be done with by the
end of the year, or in early 2021. I’m working on two fiction novels, one of which is
a novel-in-stories, and I'm halfway through writing a personal essay collection (of
which “A Million Little Smiles” will be part!). When things get a little less hectic, I’m
planning two more projects: a graphic novel I started but sidelined a while ago, as
well as the expansion of a short script into a full-length screenplay.
What was the first thing you had published, and how has your writing or focus
changed since then?
The first thing I published, while I was a student at Columbia College Chicago, was
a short story in Hair Trigger called “When Shirley Smiled.” It’s about a woman
struggling with whether she is a bad mother, or whether her young daughter is
fundamentally evil. At the time, I wasn’t sending out a lot of poems. I was much
more focused on fiction, especially genre, and while I still wrote about deeply
personal things through fiction, I did feel that I was hiding behind the characters.
Since then, I’ve gotten less inhibited about laying myself bare, and I find that poetry
and nonfiction offer a much more immediate — and cathartic — outlet for doing so.
I am still committed to fiction writing, but I’m deliberately putting it on a backburner for the moment, because those projects require a different kind of singular
focus.
What would you say is the center of your work? What motivates you? Where does
a new poem or piece begin for you?
Everything started to take shape when I realized that a lot of what I write inevitably
circles back to grief. Be it: long-buried grief, almost-there grief, grief for a country,
a people, a culture; yet-to-come grief, the death of a person, an idea, of hope, of
Self and self-love. Along those lines, it is also important — vital I’d even say — to
tackle womanhood and race in my work. They are undercurrents to what I write
because they are cornerstones of my identity.
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I’ve been motivated, first of all, to give myself a voice. Having always been
profoundly introverted, writing is a validation. But I am also motivated to continue
shattering the notion that mental illness, recovery, addiction, etc. don’t belong to
Black girls like me. We are so seldom Seen that we grow up trivializing our own
pain, and/or believing that there aren't millions of us feeling the same way. If just
one person can relate to my work, then I’ve done what I set out to.
As for where a piece begins: a poem usually comes from a feeling. I don’t always
know what I’m trying to say right off the bat. Sometimes it’s a sentence leading to
another sentence, my intuition guiding the writing of it. Sometimes I pull tarot cards
and sit with what they stir up, and I go from there. Fiction and nonfiction, however,
come from a very different place. It’s intellectual. There’s an idea I’ve been mulling
over, a story I want to tell, and I usually map it down in precise outlines before I
write.
How have current events affected your work?
Be it poetry or essays, I have always written with issues surrounding race,
intersectional feminism and cultural identity in mind. Another thread in my work is
displacement, aloneness vs. loneliness. The current events have only exacerbated
this.
The ongoing anti-racism protests were debilitating, initially. Like many of my BIPOC
peers, I’ve unfortunately been used to intolerance; still, the fury and powerlessness
were simultaneously raw and numbing. Writing felt pointless. After that initial
desperation, I've felt that it’s even more necessary for me, and other writers of
color, to either take a seat at the table, or continue making my own table. I’ve been
writing with even more fervor about growing up multicultural, about navigating
systemic racism as a Black woman, about micro-aggressive behavior that goes
unchecked. On the flipside, an unforeseen thing about the pandemic is that it has
pulled that dormant idealist in me from its slumber. I have felt more attached to my
fellow human beings, to this beautiful planet, to life itself, have felt more motivated
to fight for the best in everything, in any way I can through my work.
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What space does or should poetry/writing occupy right now?
I believe in the immense power of writing to convey powerful, restorative
messages. But for far too long, the writing world hasn’t sufficiently reflected its
panorama of voices. For a lot of traditional gatekeepers, this has been a moment of
reckoning regarding the ways in which they’ve failed those aforementioned
marginalized voices. I think the best in poetry has always been uncomfortable,
honest, and challenging, and this goes for writing in general. Large-scale
devastation, I believe, makes us more reflective: what better time than this to turn
to reading as another form of listening? Why not read something from a country
you don’t know? A genre you’ve always looked down on? A form you’ve never
tried? Let us widen the scope of what is considered mainstream and palatable. Let
us give platforms to long-ignored voices that could educate, make empathetic.
Name some poets/writers you’re really excited about right now. Who do you have
on your shelf/in your ear/on your mind?
Everything Danez Smith writes is magical, and heartbreaking, and necessary. I love
them so much and feel seen every time I read a poem of theirs on being Black in
America. Morgan Parker’s writing is a masterpiece, Jihyun Yun is a wordsmith of
no comparison, and Maggie Smith cuts me to the quick faster than hello. I am also
really into Kaveh Akbar, Ocean Vuong, Ada Limón and Hanif Abdurraqib, at the
moment.
What advice would you give to a writer just starting out? OR If you could go back
and tell your younger self one thing, what would it be?
To a budding writer: this is easy to say, but don’t give Impostor Syndrome the time
of day. It doesn’t matter if you don’t tick the traditional boxes that are silently being
used to gauge your worth. It doesn’t matter that you don’t have an MFA, a
publishing credit, or much experience. Don’t be so scared of rejection. Don’t take it
as a reflection on your person as a whole. All that matters are your passion for the
written word, and your willingness to put your entire life-force into getting better at
it.
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The advice would mostly be the same for my younger self, but I'd add: be flexible
about the craft. Strip a poem to its bare bones. Saw those bones into pieces. Stick
those pieces elsewhere. Make a new skeleton. Kill your darlings. Trust in your
talent, in your ability to recreate the magic every time.
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Juanita Rey
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ACCLIMATIZED
I’m up early on an October morning.
It’s fifty degrees out.
There’s birds at the feeder,
birds I’m only now learning
the names, the songs of.
I perk up at the descending scale
of the chickadee’s trill
and the high-pitched peter peter
of the titmouse.
I even know that the tree
that overwhelms the apartment building’s
tiny backyard
is a maple and not an oak.
I’m learning the wildlife.
Not crows. Not pigeons.
And I’m reading Whitman.
And Toni Morrison.
The local newspaper.
I’m trying to acclimatize
even to the weather
that gave that word its name.
I’m dating an American guy
though, to be honest,
he doesn’t know one bird, one tree
from another,
and doesn’t read much beyond
the stickers inside used car windows.
I guess he’s just not acclimatized.
Being born in a place
will do that to you.
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BUDDING
She must have figured
that raising kids
was like starting a garden,
planting seeds,
some watering and fertilizing,
and let her mothering do the rest.
In her time,
a bloom waited around
for the right hand
to come along and pluck it.
But she didn’t factor in
that we young flowers would rebel
at such containment,
pull ourselves out of her clay,
flaunt our pretty petals
far from home.
We were root and stalk
and blossoming
and finally our own gardeners.
If that’s not budding
then I don’t know what is.
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REPORTING FROM NO-PROM LAND
Can I have a prom night now,
at twenty three, living by myself
on a tenement second floor,
a thousand miles from high school?
I long to keep someone waiting
while I fix my hair, buff my nails.
And if I only could descend the stairs
while he waits anxiously at the bottom,
dressed like a penguin,
cummerbund around his waist,
while his eyes goggle and his breath freeze-frames.
I slipped into womanhood
one sloppy chore, one drop of blood, at a time,
without the ritual, the gala.
No wonder I want crepe paper streaming down,
punchbowls pink and full
and sparkling like night sky
and a band, amateurish but willing.
And my boy/man must surprise me
with how well he can samba
as we sashay and strut by startled students and teachers
the length of the gymnasium.
Later, with the night chirring and chirping,
we’ll join the caravan to the lake,
for a look at the moon
as a thin sliver on the lake’s surface,
while we kiss the way television has taught us
and I sip my lifetime’s third beer.
And yet here I am,
not knowing if Ricky is coming for me tonight or not.
If it’s a date at all, it’s the one on the calendar.
My life could do with
one more precious moment to look back on.
So far, confessing “you really are a crazy fool, Juanita”
is as close as I’ve ever got.
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M Coe
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The Depersonalization
Research Unit
The trick consists of simple notions.
(((((Happiness is chase/Not place.)))))
I try to think of ways
in which the world is not a tall plate of egos unleashed.
Compassion would mean admitting.
Admission could rip us apart.
But that’s already happening anyway.
I’d like my mystery served up every day.
The only thing keeping this body moving
is potential.
I’ve never tried sex as a snack.
I want to think of five people now that I could have sex with.
That was fast.
They exist.
I want someone to find outstanding
because that comes easy to me.
I want to live beyond the observations of all
their details but maybe that’s it.
I want to sip desire.
I want desire to dig a tap into some part of me.
Yeah I said it, I want to drink my own-ness.
I’m incredibly scared of wanting too much.
I’m such a silly little bad boy who is soooooo
Goood.
What has a therapist reminded me of:
Avoiding choice is still choosing
Queerness is the biggest desire
full of thousands of choices
about desire.
I’m really scared
of you
wanting me away from you.
I actually think my body is ready to kick this
feeling out of me.
My body turns to other methods.
it’s acting on understandings
that I pretend
aren’t happening.
I hate moving through learning

as much as it is the only thing I live for.
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Rat Island
Inside the look of time right up next to the other ones I’ve been close to
inside the color guard, the gentle cycle,
many steps aside.
I’m in. You’re here too.
Positioned towards the look of your pleasure,
I’m strapped to a measureless cruise through careful pauses.
Rat Island has “mostly a lump of Manhattan schist bedrock”
mussels, bird inhabitants, a lineage of bluish- purple
their belonging bodies killed possessorship
the celebration stitched thru relation
under shower jets
perched on a curve
your face in the dusk yaw
infinite holy shit.
Right.
Right.

You are giving double hands breadthless length, kept open.
The passing waves steeped in labor
hit the hook of emotional latticework
parallel to swept code.
And you’re creamy all around me.
And paintings rise from my eyes when I see it.

Rat Island blossoms,
steams out of the hands of the big sunset doula.
The end of the day lay cooled off the page, its tight pace caught in pre-formation.
Land is to itself itself and I fantasize about it pulling away from everyone,
sucking and folding down into a hot reverse.
You can’t have me.
Nobody can.
My longest dreams include wishes.
I caressed you, my wish came tr- I sweep away production
from definitions of moving closer
to you.
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Simultaneous Fusion

---------------

The dust of some friend listens to my awe.
The atoms of others leap and wriggle their shapes for me.
Animals occupy this fused world in ways that I could learn from.
I put details up inside, in case I can figure out how to live like a learner.
I admire the encapsulation of other time frames within non mammals
and so I’m plucking philosophy straight from the air,
eat the wings that taste like scale.
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WHATEVER THIS IS

It’s candid elaboration
as I come into my words
my soul description
outside of work.
Money is a thing
that gets me further away from the thing;
the thing being whatever this is.
What is relaxed
can say goodbye
to whatever this is.
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Sower Sows
The second fruit from the left nervously touched down
And sensing this “feel” I had watered it a bit,
let it fill the space
stand in the very core of core
adding to the grace of the environment
and to each of us.
“Desirable” is a reveal towards growth
in the growth.
They are not the same wishes to examine.
I pulled the fruit apart with a feeling.
Its penetration into the sphere signified a completely fluid situation.
Its arms waved
the round sharp edge opening-out.
the red and blue intensity ceased to be lines per se.
The lines established tonal particularity:
“I have the zeal and calling they would lay their hands on;
the thinking-feeling-seeing affinity
the force of flood water as you regard it.
I do not want to go into a tight encounter
but it was gratifying to see craters doing what others edge behind.”
There is first, plain revels of show alllllll the plastic affirmative joy can directly communicate
before we can expect our looking to reflect light.
This is the placement of line or mark in the front of the assumption made.
And then,
under certain conditions,
a tulip sits on the shoulder of the present
and the vitality and variety of its presentation
calls forth a swirling of the mind,
to which things happen.
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Darren C. Demaree
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it ain’t a choir #61
bones interplay all the time if they break your leg the view of the daughter of that
moment will be a denial of truth north be willing to look into where they bone is left
wanting to be home again know that you are that home know that they do not
believe you are entitled to a home that they consider your bones breakable before
they consider the past that fused your bones together arch
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it ain’t a choir #62
i am willing to be the oyster if i am also allowed to hold the knife if i am also
allowed to keep the pearl if i am never asked if it’s really a pearl if i get to cut the
palms of any man that cups his hands beneath me if i am considered if i will be
returned to the ocean by the arms of my children if my children are able to
understand why i took the knife to hide the knife why understanding creation is
worthless if your humanness cannot be remembered if you cannot be loved for
refusing to create for an audience if when they look at shell they can still remember
that bit of flesh that held their names as long as it possibly could
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it ain’t a choir #63
forget the math does this world feel partial to you do you feel whole when you do
not consider the world me neither me neither me neither my animals are safe right
now my children are safe right now i go forward directly at partialness of my reality
i charge at anyone that thinks that appropriately name that feeling i make contact
with anyone that is willing to slow down my body with their own reach
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Kavi Kshiraj
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bramble-borne
i wind a lock of your ache-soft hair around a finger,
mouth stretched tender and violent like i am still stepping
from that open-handed, glassless ledge. your eyes are a
shroud. roses thread bruise-shadowed around my
shoulders, and i tremble with tangibility.
my split knuckles body the lightless sky. thorn-tarnished
armor pools amidst bushes. i don’t want to talk about
death anymore, but i am half-lawless, half-ghost, and
the red-watered ground tries to touch me. at the pale
basin of your clavicle, rainfall collects.
i only plead forgiveness when you cannot grant it.
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Robert Ford
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Upon waking

The principal surprise is finding myself still here
among the first sleep-drunk moments of the day.

A sudden piercing of light, knifing its way under
the shortened drape, scrubs the shell of the eye

with its own frost. Every movement is birth-like,
wreathed in a tight harshness of objects: metal;

cotton; wood. Another, clawing, human skin.
Somehow we have layered our separate selves

in the long night, becoming rocks over time.
I struggle again to reach the surface, wading

in a cold slush of tangled memory. But something
left behind in the can of the heart is speaking

about love, of refilling itself. I remember you again
as if dreaming, asking me – over and over –

if I hadn’t ever wished you were someone else,
even though you were precisely what I needed.
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Aftermaths

Traffic-like in its fury,
a brutal wind beats up
the cowering night,
terrifying the windows
and rattling the air
bottled-in at the end
of our darkened road.
It reminds me of the
frenzied way your father –
low-slung and limited –
took down that cherry tree
with his borrowed axe,
leaving behind only the
broken wrist of a stump.
The morning after, the
shock of nothing moving.
The unsentimental birds
will collect elsewhere;
a murderous silence ignores
all pleas to take flight.
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Lynn Finger
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The Prehistoric Girl from Lolland, Denmark
found in frozen mud:

permanent hands.

I want to be found, want to open

to see, rain, drained
She ate ducks.

sun, cool skin.
Her clothing held with

folds and belts. She knew

every detail of waterbird

feathers, chewed birch gum, touched

ember brown cattails,

wet and shadowed.

I have artifacts too, empty cocoon found near

the sycamore grove,

a small felt hedgehog, stiff

and matted, mustard seed, antique

penny, I can hold

in my hand and say:

I’m here too. I know which faceless

buds come out only

for the stars, I know scars spread

even when choked off. It’s hard to hold

when time falls, feather avalanche.

She knew which pale

night colors shift to dawn, when morning
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minnow swim cold

and clear. Sees lily pads

green and flat over fingerlings,

blue petal irises dangle to sky,

upside down ducks, in a turned over

lake, even my hands hold frozen roses,

won’t come to butterflies ever.

and caterpillars, too, who

I love her because she got herself found again
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The Horse Auction
breaks
the dusty shore of
fair grounds
manes. We lean against the only-here-for-now fence
black
wrangle through,
churning
nickel sea.

where desert wind razors hair and
as sorrel roan bay
backs weave
a

Some
strive to keep up, I am like that,
place, feel
at auction, while
good, but the whole thing’s
marked by cheap

with you, in your lost
I am with you, I want it to be
displays.
The fragile

heels you want
hear. Your answers don’t.

me to wear the
Crushed sage hangs in air.

tiny words
you want to
Bid: looked at for

something
I

have

not yet delivered but
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might.

The Year I Stopped Eating,
rises in me and takes me through
a time of tough scavenging,
when city field job and partner
were boats not made to carry.
I fast. I ride the air.
Starve out the rage of it,
the impossible stretched thin of it,
a lit match, a moment when nothing burned
and then it all did,
fattened to
a wave in a hungry sky.
I was slim, like a slender elm in a bureaucrat’s forest
ready for harvest,
stomach as flat as a French model’s,
ready for adulation,
a size zero like a precious actress.
I was a banquet,
a bounty, the jutted ribs a toy &
collar bone a yoke, Picasso cheek bones
angular, the best disappearance I knew.
They tell you,
you just can’t leave like that,
but, you can, if you’re not afraid to lick
the salt from the eyes of a dead ocean,
and you’re not afraid to be naked.
like sea grass without a sea.
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Joe Mills
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Contemporary Dance Class Transcript
i.
let’s learn a little bit
of a phrase
this phrase
is a treasure trove
of information
break through the knee
so the weight drops
down through the arms
create a pendulum
like windshield wipers
sweep to your knee
then stop
the history of modern dance
is in that phrase
ii.
hang through the pelvis
pushing into the floor
unfold the arms
let the upper body hang
pull your bones together
release
bones fall in all directions
you need to be clear
with the direction
of your fingertips
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the bones on your fingers
are antennae
telescoping outward
iii.
You’re not on top
of what you’re doing
You are
what you’re doing
every day the work is
the constant checking in
it’s not about an ideal state
always
forever
it’s the finding
you lose it
you get it back
there are 30 seconds left
let’s keep going
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Chad W. Lutz
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Gloves in the Parking Lot
I was brave enough
to go to the grocery store
the other day &
saw gloves littered
about the parking lot
it looked like the aftermath
of a weird music festival
a biohazard’s wet dream
except
nobody was drunk
& filled with cheer
we were all watching one another
waiting for someone to cough
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John Colburn
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ghost address

1
this is my sound grandfather said
he rapped three times on the table
then he died
when he turned around
we were gone
open-hearted
and broken-hearted
at once
strangers
shouted names
through darkness
grandfather
called back from his corpse
he said
paradise is a story
there is no one to tell it

2
hear the constant ringing
of abandonment
the sound of no
hear the soul ask
for attendance
a stream of darkness
runs through the darkness
it is night
the address of twilight
on clay
children sleep now
ants and bees come along
nameless ghosts
I wash myself many times
in the other stream of night
that is my job
I listen to the piano
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telling that flesh
is a net gods pass through
all the holes are silence
and all the gods
align with silence

3
in a dream
grandfather returns
he says
they put me in a bag on ice
carried me down the stairs
out of the house
into the idling car
alive and not alive
in a court of law
I’ll only need to say
I still love you
was the car ride a dream
am I in every little thing
I’m so holy now
I’ll be carried
in the beak of a bird
dropped on the street
washed down the sewers
to heaven

4
the map shows only one dot
in a field of dark
says ‘you are here’
without language
north winds come
to take the body
I can’t find
the piece of paper
that proves I have a self
security officers
stationed at the mouth
demand more bodies
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one says
dear corpse
it made me angry
that it took so long
to kill you
why are you being difficult
we’ll just change the rules
twenty years in prison
I love prison
you get to stay
in my prison
if you throw a rock at me
after I bomb your neighbors dead
listen corpse
there’s too many people
filming or I would
fuck your corpse
I‘m shy that way
and don’t tell me
you’re not a corpse
I see the future.

5
the mail carrier frozen
her first tracks
the snowy sidewalk
one house all flesh
one house all spirits
there’s that winter fly
now two now three
they beat themselves
against the window
a kind of clock
something ahead
I can’t see it
I run into it
again again
imagine calm waits
on the other side
but truly there’s a storm
more cops
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the occasional scream
we get out of bed
walk in the street
talk to heaven
sleep is too much
like being a corpse

6
when we say
past present and future
we must mean
trace all energy to its silence
find us here
the ground does not tremble
we turn around
in the mouth of a god
unspoken
the soul navigates
a wasteland
there are no “dead”
just hello goodbye
we fall again from the delicate house
remember how grandfather
disappeared
warning us
everything ends mysteriously
we inch forward across the ice
we say there’s a bright light
at the end of his corpse
grandfather says
they took me across the river
they said keep walking
keep silent
but every moment of the crossing
I called to you
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Sy Brand
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Pleased to Meet You
Let's pretend we know
each other's names, let's slide
down rotten banisters, hearts fast
from the thrill, the danger, the smell
of decay thick on our legs,
let's jump in the mall fountain,
fully clothed, joy-poisoning the water,
city-wide epidemic of smiling
death-twitches, let's fight
the urge to sleep, it's raining,
we can build a shelter
from crabs legs by the sea, fish
for hours and sigh
once in a while, let's sigh together,
breathe out to the islands, watch smoke
drift from ancient distilleries,
bathe in the peat fire, covering the damp,
dead wood, let's sit
on the sea
and drag our held hands
through the water,
let's say our names,
you go first.
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Esther Sun
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The Next Chapter
It will be early January, breath
of Christmas still stinging on our cheeks,
icicle lights not yet taken down
from houses up and down the block.
Smoke of last year’s memories still heavy
in our lungs. Not yet deep-cleaned
for just the bare necessities. It will be
early January, and the clouds
shuddering rain on my head will look
like blackboards rubbed white from chalk.
I will not have the heart to say goodbye.
It will be early January. I will lock
myself away in my room to repaint
my internal valleys white. The houses,
the skin-bare trees. And you,
standing in the open terminal,
will hear a still, small whisper
from the mountains and the bay beyond.
You will slow and stop to listen.
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Woodlands
After Mary Szybist
Love me or nothing—
Forest treasures fill me, acorns
dangling from my ears, river water
snaking through my body like blood. In the glade
where nothing rests, you asked me to hold you.
So while all the other girls stayed
sober for you, I got drunk on the bees’ sweet liquor,
grew fat on mulberries, on tree bark
and the feast of your embrace. Alive
on what breeze silked my skin
in those untrimmed hours. When you slipped
your hand around my waist and spun me
to you, leaned over the cliff edge,
allowed the rush to collate the night
and looked back at me, eyes glittering—
O lover, why hunger
in your emptiness when you could be filled?
Meet me back here, in the glade
where nothing rests. Summon the birds
to sing you to sleep. Dip your hands
into spring water and see that it tastes good.
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February
I have abandoned my school papers
back in the valley. Fed my anxiety
to the wolves. We wind up and up
the mountaintop, its velvet heart thudding
in time with the oiled choke of the engine.
For once, I feel empty.
I pray the wolves will swallow the spheres
of dull fire in my stomach too,
and not spit them up for as long
as I live. I wish I could stay here forever.
In response, the mountain road whispers:
It is lonely here. Concrete
silked by rain. Mouth opening wide
into nothing. I am clothed by so much
forest, but all I feel is cold.
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Aya Bram
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What Is Moth
What is rectangle?
What is rectangle?
What is
rectangle?
[A boundary.]
What is boundary?
[no response]
What is boundary?
[no response]
What is
boundary?
[A cell]
What is cell?
What
is
cell/cellular/celled/sell/salt/soil ?
[no response]
What is fly?
What is
fly

?
[no response]

What is flies?
What is flies/flower/flow/flume/flu ?

[Flu is sick.]

What is sick?
What is stick?
What is sticky/stuck/stem/steeple/stain/stench?

[Stench is rot.]

What is rot?
What is dead?

[Rot is dead.]
[Moth is dead.]
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What

is

moth

?
[Moth is dead.]

What

is — ?

[Moth is
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Alicia Byrne Keane
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Bird ingestion

Sitting on the floor of my room
You tell me on the phone about
Ghost-flights, so I think of the roars
Or their absence, the billowing noise
That would roll along the sky here
Every few minutes. I grew up in the
Slipstream never thinking properly,
If you consider the lit crescents of
Windows and the small tense cluster
Of lives and the fathoms of dark
Separateness filling themselves up
Flocked and empty. Then you would
Not be often happy, or maybe.
I didn’t know they were still rattling
Dead planes across the sky, still
Searching for ways to ruin. I haven’t
Seen those scudding trails either in
A while, imagine the aircraft as
Jellylike and transparent, leaving
No footprint, if only, I guess. So
There are silent bulks circuiting
The evening, rehearsing enclosures,
And I never know what to think.
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Jennifer Ruth Jackson
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Constant
If I were made of clay
Hard, but brittle
Bitter as a pill
My skin would flake
Like confetti over your body
Dusting your mattress
My tongue would be
Your communion
Slivered wafers of me
Swallowed down
If you ever broke me
I would stay
In one form or another
Nestled in every piece
Of your life
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Night Pleasures
Could we seek a shooting star
trail along it using our fingers
envy its path as our feet shush grass
while we jump a fence in pursuit
Could we collect fireflies in jars
tucked in our worn picnic basket
their SOS beeps of light decorating
our sallow faces in the dark
Could we hear the crickets play
sit on the porch and sing along
Lean our heads against each other
beneath weak licks of moonlight
Could you spare just one more night
My fingers trace your photo on my phone
Jars stand empty, no light or cricket song
Absence stark beneath a starless sky
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Anastasiya Kuruliova (Birdy Asya)
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«Pay attention to me»
Delicate, where are you in a hurry?
You close the door from everyone.
They sigh and just wait.
Do you feel lonely?
Delicate…

Surprisingly, I didn’t know
What you were writing,
But your monologue rings.
On the stage there is a large bed
And an armchair.

They already want to see you
On a bed strewn with flowers.
You keep reading about life
As if to summarize.
Don’t scare,
Don’t listen to others.

In the hall people are with bouquets.
Keep them away from you.
Early.
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Delicate, where are you in a hurry?
You will have time to drown in flowers.
You are alone on the stage
Reading a monologue.
Full hall.
You are alone on the stage.
Delicate…
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***
Lying on the carpet is interesting,
Especially if the ceiling
Is strewn with stars.
I am looking for constellations.
I am a traveler.
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